
A Universal Noise Cleaning Procedure viathe Dual Learning ProblemS. FineIBM Research CenterYorktown HeightsNY 10598, USAfshai@us.ibm.com R. Gilad-Bachrach S. Mendelson N. TishbyInstitute of Computer ScienceThe Hebrew UniversityJerusalem 91904, Israelfranb,marsmen,tishbyg@cs.huji.ac.ilAbstractWe present a new scheme for cleaning a sample corrupted by label-ing noise. Our scheme is universal in the sense that we only makegeneral assumptions on the dual learning problem and therefore itis completely detached from the speci�cs of the primal problem it-self. In a nutshell, we turn to the dual learning problem to exploitvaluable information about the underlying structure of the primalone, which in turn provides the means to device a simple \noisecleaning" mechanism, usingMembership Queries. We demonstratethe strength and applicability of the suggested method with a fewlearning problems of di�erent nature. Of particular interest is theproblem of learning in the restricted class of parity functions, whereonly k out of n bits are active. We show that in the MQ model wecan outperforme the recent result by Blum et al. [3] and handlek = O (n� c log (n) log log (n)). This also provides a sharp sep-aration between our method and the SQ model. The suggestedprocedure works not only for classi�cation problems but for regres-sion problems as well. To this end, we present a uniform upperbound on the fat-shattering dimension of both the primal and dualproblems, which is derived from a geometric property of classes ofreal-valued functions - called type.1 IntroductionIn the PAC learning model it is assumed that the learner has access to an oraclewhich randomly picks an instance from the sample space and returns it with itscorrect label. In most real-life problems the existence of such an oracle is doubt-ful due to human errors, measurement noise, faulty communication, etc. A morerealistic approach will be to assume that information provided by the oracle couldbe distorted in some way. Several noise models have been considered in the litera-ture. These models range from random classi�cation noise, where the labels can berandomly ipped with certain �xed probability [2], to a malicious noise model, inwhich the oracle may change both the sampling distribution and classi�cations in anadverse manner [6]. Choosing an hypothesis with minimal training error provides



good approximation to the target concept [2] but can be NP-hard. In contrast, alearning algorithm in the Statistical Query (SQ) Model [7] uses statistics, as op-posed to labeled instances, in the course of learning. SQ algorithms can in turn beconverted to noise tolerant PAC algorithms. However, it was recently shown thatthere are classes which are not SQ learnable but they are still PAC learnable in thepresence of labeling noise [3].Our main result forms a link between the ability to learn in the presence of persis-tent noise1 and the complexity (both sample and computational) and density (cf.section 3) of the dual learning problem: We show that these two properties pro-vide the means to apply noise robustness to the primal problem. The dual learningproblem is constructed by switching the roles of the teacher and the learner, i.e.a \target" instance is being learned based on a sample of values it is assigned bydi�erent hypotheses. The density feature guarantees that any target instance canbe approximated by many other instances, to which most of the hypotheses assignthe same value. This is, intuitively, a continuity assumption in both instances andhypotheses. The learnability of the dual problem enables us to �nd such approx-imating instances. Assuming the presence of a Membership Query (MQ) oracle2,it is easy to construct a noise cleaning procedure by simply performing a majorityvote (cf. section 4).2 The Dual Learning ProblemA learning problem may be characterized by a tuple h
;Hi where 
 is the samplespace and H is the hypotheses class. Learning can be viewed as a two-player game:one player, the teacher, picks a target concept, while his counterpart, the learner,tries to identify this concept. Di�erent learning models di�er in the way the learnerinteracts with the teacher and in the method by which the learning performance isevaluated.Every learning problem has a dual learning problem [12] which may be characterizedby the tuple hH;
i. In this representation the learning game is reversed: �rst theteacher chooses an instance !0 2 
 and then the learner tries to approximate thisinstance by querying on the values !o assigns to di�erent functions. Note thateach instance ! can by viewed as a function �! on H such that �!(h) = h(!). Wedenote this collection of functions by 
�. Given a prior probability measure p onthe hypotheses space, then�
 (�w; � bw) = Pr (fh 2 H : h (w) 6= h ( bw)g) (1)is a pseudo-metric on 
. Thus, the distance between two functions �w; � bw 2 
� isthe probability that an hypothesis h, drawn fromH according to p, does not assignthe same label to both w and bw. To clarify this notion we present two dual learningproblems:� Let 
 be the interval [0; 1] and set H to be the class of all intervals [0; a]where a 2 [0; 1]. The dual problem is learning intervals of the form [!; 1]where ! 2 [0; 1].� Let 
 = Rn and set H to be the class of Perceptrons, i.e. hx(!) =signhx; !i, where x; ! 2 Rn. The symmetric role of the parameters inthe sign function implies that this problem is dual to itself.1Repeated sampling of the same instance does not change its label.2The MQ oracle [1] is a mechanism which enables the learner to obtain the value ofthe target function on speci�c instances. The existence of such a tool provides the learnerwith substantial power, though in some important cases it is inevitable [8].



The VC-dimension of the dual learning problems (also called the co-VC) obeys theinequalities [10]: log (d) � d� � 2d, where d is the VC-dimension of the primalproblem and d� is the co-VC. Although this inequality guarantees only exponentialgap, in many learning problems the gap is smaller (as demonstrated in the previousexamples). In section 6 we broaden the discussion to handle continuous functionsand obviously we replace VC with fat-shattering dimension. We show that for classesof su�ciently smooth functions, both the fat-shattering and the co-fat-shatteringhave a polynomial upper bound (in the learning parameters) which enables e�cientlearning of the dual problem.3 Dense Learning ProblemsA learning problem is dense if every hypothesis has many hypotheses which areclose but not equal to it [4]:De�nition 1 A learning problem h
;Hi is dense with respect to the probabilitymeasure D if for every h 2 H and every � > 0 there exists h0 2 H such that0 < Pr x2D[h(x) 6= h0(x)] < �.The density property is distribution-dependent: for every learning problem thereexists a distribution in which this learning problem is not dense. Indeed, if thedistribution is supported on a �nite set, the problem cannot be dense. In order todeal with �nite hypothesis classes, we modi�ed the above de�nition in two aspects:we restrict � to be polynomial; and we require that any hypothesis is approximatedby super-polynomial number of hypotheses.De�nition 2 Let l be the index of a �nite class Hl. A sequence of �nite learningproblems h
l;Hli is dense with respect to the probability measure Dl if for everypolynomial p(l) and every h 2 Hl there exists a set Hl � Hl of size super polynomialin l such that for every h0 2 Hl, Pr !2Dl [h(!) 6= h0(!)] < 1=p(l).In both de�nitions the governing idea is that each hypothesis can be approximatedusing a large (in�nite or super-polynomial) number of hypotheses.4 Cleaning a Noisy SampleWe present a procedure for cleaning a random labeling noise in a sample of anylearning problem which satis�es the requirements of learnability and density w.r.tits dual learning problem. Our scheme is based on the following simple argument:Continuous re-sampling a given instance by the MQ oracle will not restore its truelabel since the noise is persistent. However, if the target concept assigns to manyother instances the same label it assigned to the given one, then its possible to querythe labels of su�cient amount of them and use a majority vote. It remains to showhow do we identify those instances. To this end, we use the dual learning problem.The requirements of learnability and density ensure that with high probability, forany instance !, the dual learning algorithm will �nd many instances !0 such thatalmost all the concepts assign ! and !0 with the same label. Since the learner ofthe primal problem knows the dual target ! and the probability measure on H (aBayesian assumption), he can provide a clean sample to the dual learning algorithm.Hence, the dual learning problem is noise free and therefore easier to solve.Theorem 1 For any e�ciently PAC learnable problem, if the dual problem is ef-�ciently PAC learnable and dense with respect to a known probability measure,



then there exists a learning algorithm L which uses a MQ oracle such that for any0 < �; � < 1 and a sample corrupted by random classi�cation noise with rate � < 12 ,L learns the primal problem using:Poly(n; 1� ; 1� ; 11� 2� ; d) examples, and Poly(n; 1� ; 1� ; 11� 2� ; d; d�) time.where n is the size of an instance (input dimension) and d; d� are the VC dimensionsof the primal and the dual learning problems, respectively.We provide a constructive proof by presenting an algorithm which satis�es thecomputational and sample complexity requirements. Note that if d� is bounded bysome polynomial in the other learning parameters, this algorithm learns e�ciently.The detailed algorithm follows:1. Pick a random sample S = f!1; : : : ; !mg, where m = Poly(n; 1� ; 1� ; d).2. For each instance !i 2 S,� By simulating the dual learning problem k = Poly � 11�2� ; log(m� )�times, generate an ensemble Si = �!1i ; : : : ; !ki 	 such that every !ji is�=m close to !i in the dual representation.3� Use MQ to get a label for every !ji 2 Si.� Assign a label to xi based on a majority vote over the labels of Si3. Learn the primal learning problem using the newly assigned labels of S.The sample complexity of the algorithm is m � k, i.e. polynomial in the learn-ing parameters. The computational complexity depends polynomially on the sameparameters as well as on the VC-dimension of the dual problem. The proof of cor-rectness follows immediately using standard techniques and hence will be omitted.5 Examples of learning Binary-Valued functionsConsider the class of monotone monomials, in which concepts are conjunctionsover f0; 1gn formed solely by positive literals (e.g. x1 ^ x2 ^ x5), thus H =fcI : I � f0; 1gng where cI(x) = Vi2I xi.Instead of showing that the dual class is dense, we will give a direct argumentshowing that the label of (almost) every instance can be approximated: LetYx = fy 2 f0; 1gnj8i(xi = 1)) (yi = 1)g. Since the concept class is monotone, thencI(x) = 1 implies cI(y) = 1 for every y 2 Yx On the other hand, if cI(x) = 0 thenthere exists some i 2 I such that xi = 0. Half of the instances y 2 Yx have yi = 0,implying that cI(y) = 0 for each such y. Thus, Pry2Yx [cI(y) = 0] � 1=2 with respectto the uniform distribution on Yx. Hence, if cI(x) = 1 then Pry2Yx [cI(y) = 0] = 0,whereas if cI(x) = 0 then Pry2Yx [cI(y) = 0] � 1=2. This allows us to distinguishbetween the two cases. In order to be able to do the same thing in the presenceof noise, we need Yx to be large enough. From the de�nition of Yx it follows thatjjYxjj = 2n�jjxjj. It will su�ce to require that jjxjj � np for p < 1 with high prob-ability, since in this case jjYxjj is exponentially large. This condition holds for theuniform distribution, as well as for many other distributions. Note that in thiscase there is no need for a Bayesian assumption. However, we have used a slightly3The density requirement guarantees that it is possible to �nd many such di�erentapproximating instances.



relaxed de�nition of density in which for most of the instances (instead of all ofthem) there exists a su�cient number of approximating instances.The class of parity functions is dual to itself (and hence d� = n), but it is clearly notdense. Blum et al. [3] showed that if we restrict the parity functions to depend onlyon the �rst k = c log(n) log log(n) bits then the class is learnable in the presenceof noise but not with SQ. This restricted class is indeed dense since any point has2n�k approximating instances which are easy to �nd (they have the same �rst kbits). The only restriction on k is that 2n�k must be super-polynomial, hence k canbe as big as n� c log(n) log log(n). This separates our model from the SQ model.In contrast to the previous examples, when dealing with geometric concepts, thesample space and the concept class are both in�nite. Consider the class of axis-aligned rectangles in IR2. In this case, the VC-dimension of the primal problem is4 and the co-VC is 3. Moreover, if a \smooth" probability measure is de�ned onthe concept class, it is easily seen that each instance !0 is approximated by all theinstances with distance r from it (when r depends on the de�ned measure and thelearning parameters). Therefore, this class is dense. This simple example can easilybe extended to handle general geometric concepts and neural networks.6 Dealing with classes of continuous functionsNext, we generalize our discussion to the case of learning continuous functions: Forevery given !0 we attempt to �nd \many" instances !, such that for most of theconcepts f , f(!) is \almost" f(!0). When the concepts are continuous functions,it is natural to search for the desired ! near !0. However, if there is no a prioribound on the modulus of continuity of the concepts, it is not obvious when ! is\close enough" to !0. Moreover, in certain examples the desired instances are notnecessarily close to !0, but may be found \far away" from it (cf. Section 6.2).In general, the question of learnability of the dual problem may be divided intotwo parts. The �rst is to construct a learning algorithm L which assigns to eachsample Sn = ff1; :::; fng a point ! such that for every fi, jfi(!) � fi(!0)j < ". Thesecond is to show that the class of functions 
� = f�!j! 2 
g on H satis�es somecompactness condition (e.g., a �nite fat-shattering dimension V C"(H;
�)).6.1 Estimating V C"(H;
�)Given a Banach space (X; k k), let X� be the space of the continuous linear func-tionals on X. The norm on X� is given by kx�k = supkxk=1 jx�(x)j. Each Banachspace X is isometrically embedded in the space of continuous functionals on X�,denoted by X��, via the duality map x ! x�� given by x��(x�) = x�(x). Let BXdenote the unit ball of X and BX� denote the dual unit ball.We will focus on Banach spaces of functions on 
 for which the point evaluationfunctionals are uniformly bounded, i.e. there is some m such that sup! k�!k � m.This implies that 
� is a subset of mBX� . It is possible to show that if H is abounded subset of such a Banach space X, then V C"(H;
�) is �nite for every" > 0, provided that X satis�es a geometric property called type4 (cf. [11]).De�nition 3 A Banach space X has type p, if there is some constant C such that4For further details regarding the connection of type and learning, see [9].



for every x1; :::; xn 2 X,Z 10  nX1 ri(t)xi dt � C (kxikp)1=p (2)where ri(t) are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables5 on [0; 1]. Denote T (X) =supfpjX has type pgTheorem 2 ([9]) For every in�nite dimensional Banach space X the fat-shatteringdimension V C" (BX ; BX� ) is �nite i� T (X) > 1. If T (X) = p and if X has typep0, then there are constants C and c (which depend on X) such that(c=") pp�1 � V C" (BX ; BX�) � (C=") p0p0�1If X has type p = T (X) then V C" (B(X); B(X�)) = 
 (1=") pp�1 .Note thatH � m1BX and 
� � m2BX� implies V C"(H;
�) � V C "m1m2 (BX ; BX� ).Corollary 3 Assume that X is a Banach space of functions on 
 which has typep > 1 and that H is a bounded subset of X. Assume further that the evaluationfunctionals are uniformly bounded in X�. Then V C"(H;
�) <1 for every " > 0.From Theorem 2 it also follows that in certain cases the fat-shattering dimension ofthe primal learning problem is also polynomial in the learning parameters. Indeed,note that X has a type p > 1 type i� X� has a type p� > 1 (see [11]). Also,(!1; :::; !n) is "{shattered by f 2 H i� (�!1 ; :::; �!n ) is "{shattered by f�� 2 H��,where f�� is the image of f using the duality map. Thus, f��(�!) = f(!). Hence,if H is bounded in X, 
� is bounded in X� and X� has type p�, thenV C" (
;H) = O (V C" (B(X�); B(X��))) = O (1=") p�p��1 (3)Moreover, it was shown in [9] that the primal problem is e�ciently learnable forclasses of functions which are bounded subsets of Hilbert spaces in which the eval-uation functionals are uniformly bounded.6.2 Approximating !0 on a sample of functionsWhenH consists of continuous functions on 
, then for every " > 0 and every sampleSk = ff1; :::; fkg, there are in�nitely many instances !, such that jfi(!) � fi(!0)j <" for 1 � i � k. Since ff1; :::; fkg is a �nite set of continuous functions, they havea uniform upper bound for their modulus of continuity. Thus, there is some r > 0,such that if ! 2 B!0(r) and 1 � i � k, then jfi(!)� fi(!0)j < ".Corollary 4 Let X be a Banach space consisting of continuous functions on 
which has a non{trivial type. Then, the dual learning problem has an in�nite numberof solutions. In particular, hH;
�i is dense.The approximating points need not be geometrically close, as demonstrated by thenext example: Let 
 = IR and set H = fsin(2�t=p)jp is a primeg. Since the numberof primes is countable, a probability measure on H is induced via a measure onN: �(fng) = 1=n(n + 1). Note that H consists of periodic functions, but for eachfunction the period is di�erent. Given a point !0 2 IR, and a con�dence parameter�, there is a �nite set of functions A, such that �(A) � 1 � �. Hence, the elementsof A have a common period. Therefore, there is some x, such that for every f 2 Aand every m 2 N, f(!0) = f(!0 +mx).5Rademacher random variable on [0; 1] is of the form r(t) =sign(sin(2n�t)) for some n.Hence, it is a symmetric f�1; 1g{valued random variable.
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